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PREFACE

Advanced photonic nanostructures are currently revolutionizing optics and photonics underpinning many applications ranging from light technology to quantum–
information processing. The corresponding strong light
confinement may introduce the locking of the local
polarization to propagation direction leading to chiral light–matter interaction, where directional emission/absorption of photons is controlled by the quantum emitter. Chiral quantum optics offers fundamentally new functionalities and applications: it enables
non–reciprocal single–photon devices operated in quantum superpositions and deterministic spin–photon interfaces. Moreover, new avenues towards complex quantum
networks simulating quantum many–body systems may
open in using engineered directional photonic reservoirs.

INTRODUCTION

The canonical setting of quantum optics is that of a
single photon interacting with a single quantum emitter [1]. This elementary process underlies the essential
physics of many phenomena and applications encompassing, e.g., photosynthesis, vision, photovoltaics, optical
communication, and digital imaging. A central goal in
quantum optics is to develop techniques for a complete
control of light–matter interaction at the level of single
quanta, while decoherence by the surrounding environment is suppressed [2]. This quantum optics toolbox is
the basis for disruptive applications in quantum communication and quantum–information processing where
quantum–enhanced security and speed–up is realized by
the aid of genuine quantum features such as quantum superposition or entanglement. Developing new elements of
the toolbox is the focus of ongoing research, where the
overarching goal is to assemble complex quantum networks from basic elements [3, 4].
Chiral interfaces constitute an exciting new approach
to quantum control of light–matter interaction. Here, the
coupling between light and emitters depends on the propagation direction of light and the polarization of the emit-

ter’s transition dipole moment. Consequently, photon–
emitter scattering becomes nonreciprocal, i.e. forward
and backward propagating photons scatter differently
and, in the most extreme case, photon emission and absorption become unidirectional. Chiral coupling emerges
naturally in nanophotonic structures such as photonic
waveguides and nanofibers where light is tightly transversely confined. The coupling to the emitter can be
so pronounced that the paradigmatic setting of a ‘one–
dimensional (1D) quantum emitter’ [5] may be reached.
The confinement introduces a link between local polarization and propagation direction of light, which is
a manifestation of optical spin-orbit coupling [6–9]. If
such spin-momentum-locked light is coupled to quantum
emitters with polarization–dependent dipole transitions,
direction-dependent emission, scattering, and absorption
of photons is obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a-c).
These are the fundamental processes underpinning chiral
quantum optics. Based on these effects, e.g., nanophotonic optical isolators and circulators can be controlled
by individual quantum emitters and, therefore, operated
in a quantum superposition.
Moreover, intriguing quantum many-body effects arise
for an ensemble of chirally interfaced 1D quantum emitters. Here, directional coupling between the emitters
implies that a photon sent out from one emitter may
be absorbed by a second emitter downstream, but not
vice versa, see Fig. 1 (d). Within the framework of chiral quantum optics, it also becomes possible to realize
cascaded quantum systems [2, 10, 11], where two entities are directionally coupled without information backflow. Unidirectional coupling has immediate applications in quantum information for achieving deterministic quantum state transfer between qubits via a chiral
quantum channel. Non–reciprocal photon–mediated interaction between emitters also allows one to implement
a whole new class quantum many–body systems, which
are unconventional from the perspective of condensed–
matter physics. Beyond interest in the physics of chiral
photon–emitter coupling per se, this new paradigm of
chiral quantum optics has deep conceptual and practical
implications. In the present Review, the fundamental
processes of chiral light–matter interaction are outlined,
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the experimental state-of-the-art is discussed, and exciting new applications and research directions are put forward.
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FIG. 1: Illustration of basic chiral
photon-emitter processes. a Directional
photon-emission in a waveguide controlled by the
polarization of the dipole emitter, σ+ or σ− . The
quantization axis is along the y-axis. b Non-reciprocal
phase shift of π imprinted on a forwardly propagation
photon (upper figure) while a backwardly propagating
photon does not interact with the emitter (lower figure).
c Non-reciprocal absorption, i.e. the scattering of light
from the waveguide into non-guided modes is direction
dependent. d Chiral light–matter interaction in a
waveguide leading to directional coupling between
multiple emitters. The colored arrows (blue/red)
illustrate the local in-plane (circular) polarization of the
electric field of the waveguide mode for the propagation
direction indicated by the black arrows.

PHYSICS OF NANOPHOTONIC DEVICES

Nanophotonic devices control and confine the flow of
light at a length scale smaller than the optical wavelength
(400-700 nm for visible light). Recent years have witnessed remarkable progress in the ability to design and
fabricate nanophotonic structures that are now widely
deployed in quantum optics to control light–matter interaction [12]. In many nanophotonic devices, light is
strongly confined transversely, i.e. in the plane orthogonal to the propagation direction. This generally leads

to a longitudinal component of the electric field [13].
The longitudinal and transverse field components oscillate ±π/2 radians out of phase with each other, where the
sign depends on the propagation direction of the light;
forward or backward. The electric field is consequently
elliptically polarized and, therefore, carries spin angular
momentum, which features a transverse component [14]
in contrast to the situation of paraxial waves. For symmetry reasons, the transverse spin component flips sign
with the inversion of propagation direction [7–9] and the
resulting locking of transverse spin and propagation direction is the precondition for chiral light-matter interaction. We note that a similar behavior can be obtained in
a cavity supporting two degenerate modes of orthogonal
circular polarization [15], i.e. spin–momentum locking
can be emulated. More precisely, the cavity must support two degenerate circularly-polarized modes and this
requires a special design. Conversely, in the waveguide
geometry, the degeneracy of the forward and backward
propagation modes is enforced by time–reversal symmetry. The properties of light in transversely confined geometries and the concept of transverse spin are introduced in more detail in Box 1.
Figure 2 illustrates the polarization properties of transversely confined light for a subwavelength-diameter optical fiber and a glide-plane photonic-crystal waveguide. In
the nanofiber, the polarization of the guided mode is linear on the fiber axis, but changes to nearly circular close
to and outside the nanofiber surface where the strong
field gradients lead to a pronounced longitudinal component of the electric field [16]; see Fig. 2 a. The associated
spatial distribution of the transverse spin is illustrated
in Fig. 2 b. In the photonic-crystal waveguide, the local
polarization can be engineered to increase the transverse
spin at spatial positions where the field intensity is high.
The glide-plane waveguide is developed for this purpose
and Fig. 2 c illustrates the local polarization and field
intensity.
The emergence of transverse spin of light and, accordingly, spin-momentum locking is a universal phenomenon
found for strongly confined optical fields [8, 9, 17]. The
associated directional coupling has been observed experimentally in both dielectric [18–28] and plasmonic [29–32]
nanostructures by coupling both classical [21–23, 27, 29–
32] and quantum [18–20, 24–26, 28] emitters to the confined light fields. The robustness of positions featuring
chiral coupling against unavoidable fabrication imperfections in photonic-crystal waveguides has been assessed
[28, 33] showing that chiral coupling is a well characterized and robust phenomenon, which can be readily implemented in a range of applications. Figure 3 presents
a selection of nanophotonic devices featuring chiral coupling, including atoms in the vicinity of tapered optical
fibers and microresonators (Fig. 3 a-c) and quantum dots
in photonic waveguides (Fig. 3 d-e).
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FIG. 2: Electric field polarization and spin in optical nanofibers and waveguides. a Color map of the field
intensity of a vacuum-clad optical nanofiber. The local polarization is represented by blue, red, and black arrows to
indicate the two circular in-plane polarizations and linear polarization, respectively. The fiber radius is 250 nm,
wavelength 852 nm, refractive index 1.45, and the propagation direction is along +z. b Color map of the electric
spin density, |S E |, in the cross-sectional plane of the nanofiber with arrows indicating its direction. c Color map of
the field intensity and local polarization of a photonic-crystal glide-plane waveguide [26]. The grey arrow shows the
propagation direction. The linear color scale ranges from zero (dark colours) to maximum (light colours). The
lattice constant is 240 nm, membrane thickness 160 nm, wavelength 911 nm, and the membrane refractive index 3.46.
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FIG. 3: Nanophotonic devices used for chiral coupling between light and quantum emitters. a Optical
nanofiber with an array of cold atoms trapped in the evanescent field surrounding the fiber. Figure reproduced from
[25]. b and c Whispering-gallery-mode microresonators that confine light by total internal reflection and provide
strong coupling to a single rubidium atom. Figures reproduced from [19] and [24]. d Cross of two nanowire planar
waveguides with guided modes coupled to a quantum dot placed in the crossing region. Figure reproduced from [18].
e 2D photonic-crystal membrane with an introduced waveguide obtained by leaving out a row of holes of the
photonic lattice. A single layer of quantum dots is embedded in the center of the membrane. Figure reproduced
from [34].

BOX 1 — CONFINED LIGHT AND
TRANSVERSE PHOTON SPIN

The confinement of light transversely to the propagation direction naturally leads to a longitudinal

field component. Consider exemplarily a focused
light beam of wavelength λ = 2π/k and angular frequency ω that propagates along ±z. The electric
field is E(r, t) = E ± (r)/2e−i(ωt∓kz) + c.c., where E ±
is the complex amplitude. Assuming a slowly varying amplitude along z and applying Gauss’ law leads
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i.e. the longitudinal and transverse components are
comparable once the latter vary significantly over
1/k = λ/2π. The ∓π/2 phase of E±,z implies that
even a linearly polarized beam becomes elliptically
polarized in the strongly focused region and that the
sense of rotation of E depends on the direction of
propagation, ±z. The same line of reasoning also
applies to the magnetic field H.
The spin angular momentum density of the elec∗
0
tric field is S E = − i
2ω E × E [35] where 0 is the
vacuum permittivity. The presence of E±,z leads to a
transverse spin component in the x-y-plane that flips
sign when the propagation direction is reversed [7–
9]. This inherent link between the sign of the transverse spin and the propagation direction, or spin–
momentum locking [36], is a consequence of timereversal symmetry of Maxwell’s equations. Figure 4
illustrates the emergence of transverse spin for the
simple case of total internal reflection at a dielectric
interface [35].
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FIG. 4: Total internal reflection of a linearly ppolarized wave at a dielectric interface (refractive
indices n1 > n2 ). The evanescent field in medium
2 features propagation–direction–dependent transverse spin.

CHIRAL LIGHT-MATTER INTERACTION

We now turn to the effect of transverse spin and spinmomentum locking on the interaction of a single quantum
emitter and a pair of counter-propagating optical modes.
Since the elementary processes of light-matter interaction
- emission, absorption, and scattering - depend strongly
on the angular momentum of light, fundamental modifications are to be expected. The coupling is described
within the dipole approximation, which is sufficient in
most experimental situations although the extended size
and lack of parity symmetry encountered for quantum

dots means that they may in certain nanostructures be
sensitive also to the magnetic fields [37]. The present
analysis could readily be extended to include multipolar
interaction terms as well.
The light–matter interaction strength is quantified by
the β-factor, i.e. the ratio between the rate of spontaneous emission into the ± z modes and the total emission rate including all modes. The forward and backward
2
emission rates are γ± ∝ |d∗ · E ± | , where d and E ± are
the complex transition dipole matrix element and the
complex electric field of the forward and backward mode,
respectively. Time–reversal symmetry of Maxwell’s equations demands E + = E ∗− , i.e. in the presence of transverse spin, E + 6= E − . As a consequence, the forward and
backward emission rates are in general not symmetric,
γ+ 6= γ− , and the β-factor is direction-dependent; see
Box 2 for a detailed introduction of the β-factor.
In the optimum case the polarizations at the position
of the emitter are circular and thus orthogonal for opposite propagation directions. These in-plane polarizations
for specific propagation directions are illustrated in Fig. 2
a and c. A circularly polarized dipole emitter matched to
the local polarization of one propagation direction solely
emits along this direction. This is the basic principle of
chiral coupling leading to directional photon emission: a
circularly polarized dipole emits preferentially along one
direction in the waveguide depending on the polarization
of the transition. This phenomenon is demonstrated in
Fig. 5 a for a photonic–crystal waveguide. Directional
emission has been observed experimentally with a range
of different emitters coupled to various photonic nanostructures [18–32].
We emphasize that the propagation of light in the
waveguides considered here is fully reciprocal. Chiral effects only occur from the interplay between spinmomentum locking and the polarization properties of the
emitter. Consequently, chiral light-matter interaction is
distinctly different from the phenomena of chiral edge
channels, which were observed in recent seminal experiments in condensed–matter [38] and photonic systems
[39–43]. These chiral edge channels emerge as manifestations of topology in 2D materials, leading to topological protection against backscattering from disorder. The
coupling of quantum emitters to photonic chiral edge
channels has been proposed theoretically [44]. However,
for photons, a full protection against backscattering requires breaking of Lorentz reciprocity via, e.g., magnetooptical materials. The direction of the waveguide-emitter
coupling is thus externally imposed while for chiral coupling of an emitter to a waveguide, both coupling directions co-exist and are available for (quantum) applications and protocols.
Two different coupling regimes are identified depending on the coupling strength between the emitter and
the counter-propagating modes. For free-space beams
or homogeneous dielectric waveguides, chiral effects oc-
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FIG. 5: Examples of chiral light-matter interaction in photonic nanostructures. a Directional
spontaneous emission of two opposite circularly (σ± ) polarized dipoles into opposite directions of a glide-plane
photonic-crystal waveguide. The plot illustrates the spatial distribution of the emitted intensity. Figure reproduced
from Ref. [26]. b Direction-dependent coupling between a single resonator–enhanced atom and nanofiber–guided
light. The atom couples strongly to light propagating in the forward direction (blue curve) as is evident from the
observed Rabi splitting in the transmission spectrum when scattering light off the atom. In contrast, the atom is
only weakly coupled to the backwardly propagating direction leading to the usual Lorentzian transmission spectrum
(red curve). Data from Ref. [19].

cur when the emitter is positioned away from the beam
center. Consequently, significant coupling to non-guided
modes occurs, i.e. β  1. Nonetheless the residual coupling to the waveguide modes may still be fully chiral,
e.g., γ+ 6= 0 and γ− = 0. For β >
∼ 1/2 the emitter dynamics is dominated by the coupling to the waveguide mode,
and in the extreme case of β ∼ 1 a fully deterministic
single-photon–single-emitter interface is obtained. This
regime may be reached by suppressing the coupling to
non-guided modes by exploiting photonic band-gap effects [45], and highly-efficient directional coupling has
been reported [26, 27]. An alternative approach enhances the coupling of the single emitter to the waveguide via an optical resonator that preserves chiral coupling [19, 24].

the total emission rate,
β± =

γ±
,
γ+ + γ− + Γ

where Γ is the emission rate into all other modes.
The total coupling efficiency is β = β+ + β− . In
the presence of transverse spin, the emission into the
counter-propagating modes is in general not symmetric, i.e. β+ 6= β− , corresponding to directional
coupling.
The scattering of light by quantum emitters in
waveguides is also strongly modified by chiral coupling. The amplitude transmission and reflection
coefficients for a narrow–band resonant pulse in the
weakly saturated regime are given by
t± = 1 − 2β± ,
p
r± = −2 β+ β− .

BOX 2 — CHIRAL PHOTON EMISSION AND
SCATTERING

The interaction between a single emitter and a pair
of counter-propagating modes is quantified by the
directional β-factor. It is defined as the ratio of the
spontaneous emission rate into the ±z mode pair to

(2)

(3)
(4)

As a special case, these equations describe also the
scattering of a narrow–band single–photon pulse.
Striking qualitative differences between the symmetric and chiral emitter–waveguide coupling are found.
For deterministic (β = 1) and symmetric coupling
(β+ = β− = 1/2), the emitter acts as a perfect
mirror for the guided light [46], i.e. |r± |2 = 1. In
contrast, in the ideal chiral case of, e.g., β+ = 1,
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β− = 0, the emitter is perfectly transparent, i.e.
|t± |2 = 1. However, the interaction imprints a
direction-dependent phase shift of 0 or π onto the
light propagating along −z and +z, respectively.
The absorption of light also differs strikingly for
symmetric and chiral coupling. It is defined as the
fraction of light7 being scattered by the emitter into
non-guided modes: A± = 1 − |t± |2 − |r± |2 . For symmetric coupling, at most half of the travelling light
can be absorbed, i.e. A± ≤ 0.5, and maximum absorption is reached for β = 0.5. For ideal chiral coupling and β = 0.5, perfect absorption of, e.g., A+ = 1
can be achieved, while light that is propagating in
the opposite direction is fully transmitted, A− = 0.
Chiral coupling entails direction-dependent reflection
and absorption of light; Box 2 describes the fundamental mechanisms. Reciprocal photon transmission and reflection is obtained in the symmetric cases, but can be
violated by chiral coupling to the emitter. Figure 6 illustrates the different coupling regimes both for symmetric
and chiral coupling. For weak photon–emitter coupling,
the amount of light absorbed from the waveguide may be
controlled by scattering a fraction of the guided light (cf.
Fig. 6 a and b). Figure 5 b shows an example, where a
single atom results in a strong directional dependence of
the waveguide transmission [19]. The modification of the
reflection properties due to chiral coupling for ensembles
of atoms have been considered in [47, 48]. In the the most
extreme case of deterministic coupling (cf. Fig. 6 c and
d) chiral coupling turns an otherwise perfectly reflecting
emitter into a fully transparent emitter, while imparting
a nonreciprocal π phase shift on the light.
Chiral light–matter coupling also occurs for detuned
light fields where a direction-dependent phase shift may
arise for light interacting with circularly polarized emitters. In turn, the interaction with the optical fields leads
to an AC Stark shift of the emitter’s energy levels [49],
corresponding to a Zeeman-state-dependent shift [50].
Consequently, the transverse spin results in a positionand propagation–direction dependent artificial magnetic
field [51, 52], enabling realizing an optical analogue of a
wire trap for cold atoms [53]. Moreover, such fields have
been employed experimentally for the spatially selective
quantum-state preparation of cold atoms [54].

APPLICATIONS OF CHIRAL INTERFACES

Chiral interfaces open for a range of new applications
by controlling the flow of light in nanophotonic devices
and may be assembled to realize complex integrated circuits. They can be operated in a fully quantum regime
where a single emitter interacts with just a single photon.

a

c

Symmetric

b

Chiral

d

FIG. 6: Photon-emitter scattering for symmetric
and chiral coupling. Illustration of the case of
β  1(a and b) and deterministic coupling β = 1 (c and
d) for symmetric coupling (left column) and chiral
coupling (right column) comparing both forward (upper
figures) and backward (lower figures) propagation. The
different effects are elaborated in the main text. The
pictorial representations are identical to the ones
introduced in Fig. 1.

Immediate applications in quantum–information processing and for the construction of complex quantum networks are anticipated. Moreover, chiral interfaces allow
engineering unique non-equilibrium quantum many-body
system of photons and 1D emitters. In the following, we
briefly discuss the recent experimental demonstrations of
basic elementary devices and subsequently outline the
prospects and applications of chiral quantum optics for
novel quantum many-body physics.
The ability to break Lorentz reciprocity is a fundamental ingredient for designing optical devices such as isolators and circulators [57]. In conventional and macroscopic devices, non-reciprocity is induced by magnetooptical materials in conjunction with a magnetic field,
a time modulation of the optical properties, or an optical nonlinearity. Non-reciprocity relying on chiral coupling, however, can be based solely on the spin of the
emitter. Optical isolators utilizing chiral coupling to
achieve non-reciprocal absorption or phase shifts have
been demonstrated with either ensembles of atoms coupled to a nanofiber, cf. Fig. 7c, or a single atom coupled to a whispering-gallery-mode microresonator [56].
In both cases, the isolators were operated in a dissipative
regime, and they essentially behaved as classical devices.
Non-reciprocal devices based on chiral coupling have
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FIG. 7: Applications of chiral light-matter
interaction. a Layout of an optical circulator for
single photons based on non-reciprocal phase shift in a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer containing a glide-plane
waveguide with a quantum emitter. Figure reproduced
from [26]. b The chiral interaction in a Λ-type system
can be employed to realize a single-photon controlled
optical switch. Figure reproduced from [55]. c
Illustration of atoms scattering guided light in a
nanofiber with direction-dependent rates leading to the
realization of an optical diode. Figure reproduced from
[56].

also been proposed in the quantum regime, such as optical circulators for single photons operated by a single
quantum emitter [26, 58], cf. Fig. 7 a. Such quantum devices lead to new opportunities: by preparing the emitter in a superposition of spin ground states, the circulator itself can be prepared in a quantum superposition
state whereby a classical light pulse may simultaneously
be routed in two different directions. Furthermore, the
intrinsic nonlinearity of the emitter, which is sensitive
at the level of single photons, allows photon-numberdependent routing [59–61] as the basis for photonic Bell
state detection [62, 63]. Recently quantum nonlinear chiral devices have been demonstrated, which take advantage of the chiral coupling of a single rubidium atom to
a microresonator, cf. Fig. 7(b) [64]. An optical switch

controlled by just a single photon was implemented [24]
and subsequently used to extract a single photon from
an optical pulse [55]. In both experiments, a single propagating photon transfers the atom between two ground
states upon emission of a photon in the reverse direction and all subsequent photons are then simply transmitted. The employed mechanism realizes an impedance
matched Λ-system [65] and is a key ingredient for a range
of elementary quantum devices based on chiral quantum
effects such as a nondestructive photon detector [66] and
a passive, heralded quantum memory.√ Also, the protocol can be employed to implement a SWAP universal
quantum gate for photons [67]. These genuine quantum
effects underpin applications of chiral coupling within the
realm of quantum-information processing by opening new
avenues for integrating quantum functionalities on a photonic chip. For instance, chiral coupling in a waveguide
may be used to map the spin state of a single electron or
hole in a quantum dot to the photon propagation path
enabling optical single-shot spin read out [68]. A layout of a deterministic photonic Duan-Kimble quantum
gate [69] integrated on a chip has been presented [26],
for which the required experimental resources are within
reach.
1D quantum emitters coupled by waveguide chiral interaction provide a unique quantum many-body system.
The emitters interact via exchange of photons [70–72],
where the unidirectionality of photon emission leads to a
chiral interaction between pairs of emitters [73–75]. The
basic chiral interaction between a pair of emitters is illustrated in Fig. 8. Consider an emitter to the left in
the excited state |e1 i, with a right emitter in the ground
state |g2 i. A photon directionally emitted to the right by
the first emitter can be reabsorbed by the second emitter,
resulting in a process |e1 i |g2 i → |g1 i |e2 i. For a symmetric emitter-waveguide coupling there is also the reverse
process leading to the familiar dipole-dipole coupling between emitters with repeated exchange of excitations.
This picture fundamentally changes in the presence of
chiral coupling, because photons only propagate along
one direction and are not reflected backwards. A proper
theoretical description therefore requires the framework
of open quantum systems, where input ports facilitate injection of quantum signals, whereas photons leaving the
output port never return. The emitters then form a cascaded quantum system [10, 11]. The central approach is
to treat the continuum of waveguide modes as a quantum
reservoir of bosonic excitations and radiative coupling of
emitters is modelled in the Markov approximation. Box 3
introduces the master equation describing the dynamics
of two emitters coupled by chiral interaction.
Chiral quantum networks have immediate applications for constructing quantum circuits for quantum–
information processing [3]. With two-level emitters representing stationary qubits, and photons as flying qubits
in a quantum network, the chiral light–matter cou-
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FIG. 8: Multi-emitter chiral coupling and
dynamics. a Illustration of two 1D emitters
unidirectionally coupled by a photonic waveguide. The
photons from the first emitter propagate to the second
emitter, but not vice versa. b Level scheme illustrating
the collective states of the two emitters in a basis of
triplet states |g1 , g2 i, |T i ∼ |e1 , g2 i + |g1 , e2 i, |e1 , e2 i
and singlet state |Si ∼ |e1 , g2 i − |g1 , e2 i, including their
decay channels. For symmetric coupling, |Si and |T i
are decoupled subradiant and superradiant states, but
chiral coupling leads to a mutual coupling (horizontal
arrow).

pling allows routing of photons in between the nodes
[76, 77]. As a simple example, the chiral setting of
Fig. 8 a may enable quantum–state transfer of qubits
[(cg |g1 i + ce |e1 i) |g2 i → |g1 i (cg |g2 i + ce |e2 i)], where an
arbitrary superposition stored in emitter 1 is mapped to
emitter 2. Chiral coupling serves here to convert the first
qubit with (ideally) unity efficiency to a right moving
photonic qubit, and to guarantee complete reabsorption
of this photon by the second emitter qubit. We note that
this transfer protocol requires pulse shaping of the flying qubit, which can be achieved with Λ-type three–level
systems by implementing a Raman process [76]. The
advantage of having chiral coupling for the generation
of emitter–emitter entanglement and the robustness towards imperfections has been recently studied [78].
The directional photon exchange between emitters offers interesting novel perspectives for many-body quantum dynamics. As a basic example, consider the spontaneous emission of an ensemble of two-level emitters.
Due to the fact that all emitters are coupled to the same
bath, the emission differs strongly from that of independent emitters, an effect referred to as sub- and superradiance [79]. For symmetric coupling, two emitters can
share a single excitation in such a way that destructive interference prevents the excited two-emitter system from decaying. In contrast, such sub-radiant behaviour is absent in the case of chiral coupling where
unidirectional coupling implies that only one of the emitters “knows” about the presence of the other emitter,
cf. Fig. 8 a. By adding laser light to continuously excite the emitters, a driven-dissipative quantum system
is obtained, with a stream of scattered photons leaving

through the output port. The system will eventually
evolve to a dynamical equilibrium between pumping and
light scattering, where the steady state of the emitters
may be found from the cascaded master equation of Box
3. Quite remarkably, the steady state of the system can
be a pure and entangled many-atom states for the case
of chiral coupling [73–75], corresponding to the unusual
situation of dissipation-driven generation of robust and
long-lived entanglement. For the example of two driven
emitters in Fig. 8 the pure state is a quantum dimer
|ψi ∝ |g1 i |g2 i + α (|g1 i |e2 i − |e1 i |g2 i) involving EPRtype correlations between the pair of emitters. The underlying physical phenomenon is quantum interference:
for chiral coupling, the stream of photons scattered from
the first emitter can interfere destructively with the photons scattered from the second emitter, which drives the
system into a dark state, i.e. a pure matter state with no
light emerging through the output port. This formation
of quantum dimers generalizes to many emitters and is
an example of a novel magnetic phase of pure quantum
dimers, which emerges as a non-equilibrium phase in a
many-body quantum system with chiral interaction.

BOX 3 — CASCADED MASTER EQUATIONS

If many independent 1D emitters are coupled to
a waveguide the photons can mediate collective effects. To describe the quantum state of the emitters,
the photons can be eliminated and the dynamics of
the reduced state of the emitters, ρ, is described by
a master equation. For two emitters with an ideal
unidirectional coupling (β+ = 1, β− = 0), this leads
to the simplest form of a cascaded master equation
[10, 11]
†
ρ̇ = −i(Heff ρ − ρHeff
) + σρσ † .

(5)

The non-Hermitian effective Hamiltonian associated
with an evolution without quantum jumps is
Heff = Hsys − i


γ + −
σ1 σ1 + σ2+ σ2− + 2σ2+ σ1− , (6)
2

It contains the bare Hamiltonians of the two individual emitters, Hsys = H1 + H2 , and familiar nonHermitian terms describing the decay of the excited
states. The last term of Eq. (6) is special to the cascaded setting and breaks the symmetry between the
emitters: it is the process where the first emitters radiates a photon that is then absorbed by the second
one. Finally, the last term of Eq. (5) is associated
with quantum jumps corresponding to the detection
of a photon at the output port of the waveguide and
the collective jump operator is σ = σ1− + σ2− . The
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unidirectional flow of information is contained in the
master equation (5), as can be seen explicitly by
calculating the equation of motions of the reduced
states of the two individual emitters, ρi ≡ Tri {ρ}
(i = 1, 2). While the equation for ρ1 is closed and
independent of the state of the second atom, the reverse is not true. The cascaded master equation can
be generalized to include many emitters [73] and to
the case of arbitrary β+ and β− [74, 75].
It is worthwhile noting that in (5) the positions of
the emitters do not enter as any propagation phase
acquired by the photons can always be gauged away
in the cascaded setting. This is in contrast to the
well-known bidirectional case, where the emitter dynamics explicitly depends on the phase that a photon
picks up when travelling from one system to the next
[80], leading to position dependent (infinite-range)
coherent dipole-dipole interactions and super- and
subradiance [80–82]. Finally, we note that the cascaded master equation (5) allows to account for time
delays due to a finite speed of light [10, 11], while in
the bidirectional case time delays require going beyond the Markovian approximation [83–85].

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The outstanding challenge in quantum science of today is to controllably merge small-scale quantum systems
into large quantum architectures. Such large and complex, yet fully controllable, quantum systems may enable
a new paradigm of information processing and computing, where counterintuitive quantum phenomena are exploited as a resource. The ultimate vision for photonic
systems is a quantum internet [3] where distributed photonic and matter qubits are interfaced in a fully quantum
manner, both as quantum communication in a wide network, or as a way to scale up quantum computing in
local networks. Being able to scale up a quantum network requires exquisite control over the individual building blocks. The present manuscript reviews a very powerful approach for achieving full control over light and
matter by chiral interaction, which can be ingeniously
engineered in modern photonic waveguides constituting
an open quantum reservoir.
The mechanism of chiral light–matter interaction will
find future applications both of classical and quantum
origin. For instance, tailored classical light scattering is
employed to optically levitate and manipulate small objects by optical tweezers [86], and chiral coupling may
add a new dimension to the control [9]. In this context,
novel scattering forces that arise due to the special polarization properties of light have been predicted [87–90].
These concepts are also used to laser cool and trap atoms,

and a current topic of interest is the self-organization
of atoms close to waveguides [91, 92], including the role
of chiral coupling [93]. In the quantum regime, a burgeoning new research direction in quantum many–body
physics is the generation of new quantum phases of light
and matter, which may arise by photon-mediated chiral
coupling between matter qubits. Notably, the fundamental light-matter coupling is highly nonlinear down to the
level of single photons, and such quantum nonlinear optics effects extended to the realm of many-body physics
are largely unexplored territory constituting an exciting
challenge for future theoretical and experimental efforts.
Here, the violation of reciprocity for light propagation imprinted by chiral interaction implies that novel photonic
topological quantum effects could be envisaged. Applications of chiral quantum networks for implementation
of specific quantum simulators is a likely near–future direction of the research field.
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